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COVERING DENSITIES 
MILAN PASTEKA 1) 
ABSTRACT. 1n this paper a modification of Buck's measure density is investi-
gated. Some properties of this set function are proved. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The notion of measure density was introduced in 1946 by R . C . B u c k [3]. 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a more general concept of density, 
the covering density, and to describe some properties of this set function. The 
measure density of Buck will be a special case of the covering density. In the 
first two par t s we recall the well known notion of a strong submeasure and 
introduce the notion of covering density. In the third par t we shall prove a 
formula for evaluation of the covering density and show some of its applicat ions. 
The algebra of measurable sets will be the object of investigation in the next 
par t . Especially, we establish the Darboux property of the covering density on the 
algebra of measurable sets. The fifth part is devoted to the uniform dis t r ibut ion 
of sequences, in the sense of I . N i v e n and its connection with covering density . 
In 1976 T . E s t r a d a and R . C a n v a i l [9] proved tha t an infinite series 
with iiormegative elements converges if and only if this series converges on every 
set of indexes, with asymptotic density 0 . A generalization of this result is in 
[22]: An infinite series with nonnegative elements converges if and only if this 
series converges on every set of indexes which belongs to the zero system of a 
compact submeasure ( the system of all sets with submeasure 0 ). The definition 
of compact submeasure is also in [22]. The upper asymptotic density and also the 
Buck's measure density are examples of compact submeasure. It is interesting 
that the zero system of measure density is much smaller as the system of all 
sets with asymptot ic density 0 . In the last par t we exhibit also some examples 
of covering densities with zero system smaller than the zero system of measure 
density. 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 11K38. 
Key w o r d s : Covering density, Sequences, Arithmetic progression, Uniform distribution. 
1 ) Research supported by Slovak Academy of Sciences Grant 363. 
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1. Strong submeasure 
Let X be an arbitrary set. Denote by P(X) the system of all subsets of the 
set X . 
The set function 
m*: P ( X ) - > [0,1] 
will be called a strong submeasure if it has the following properties: 
(i) A c B = > m*(A) < m*(B) , 
(ii) m*(A\JB) + m*(AnB)<m*(A) + m*(B) , 
(hi) m*(0) = O, m*(X) = l , 
for every A,B E P(X). 
The set A £ P ( X ) will be called measurable if 
m*(A) + m * ( X \ A ) = l . (1) 
Let us denote the system of all the measurable sets by Dm . From the prop-
erties (i)-(i i i) it follows that Dm is an algebra of sets, and the function 
m — m* | Dm 
is a finitely additive probability measure on Dm . In what follows we give a lot of 
examples of strong submeasures m* such that Dm is not a -algebra and m is 
not a-additive. But a certain modified form of a -additivity still remains valid: 
THEOREM 1. Let An, n = 1,2,... be a disjoint system of sets such that 
An e Dm . Let 
Jimm*[(jAt] =0. (2) 
oo 
Then the set A = (J Ak belongs to Dm and 
k=\ 
oo 
m(A) = £ m ( A n ) . (3) 
n = l 
P r o o f . Clearly 
1 <m*(A)+m*(X\A). (4) 
For every n = 1,2,.. . it holds that 
Ax U A2 U • • • U An C A = Aj U A2 U • • • U An U [ J Afc . 




n n s oo v 
k=l k=\ ^ k = n-fl ' 
For n —> oo we obta in 
oo 
Ym(Ak) = m*(A). (5) 
k=\ 
In the following for n = 1, 2 , . . . we have 
X\AcX\(A} U A 2 U . . . A „ ) , 
thus 
n 
m * ( X \ A ) < l - ^ m ( A > ) . 
i=i 
For n —+ oo we have, according to (5) 
m*(X \ A) < 1 - m*(A). 
From (4) it follows tha t 
m*(A) + 7n*(X\A) = 1. 
The proof is complete . 
COROLLARY. Let An, n = 1 ,2 , . . . k a disjoint system of sets from Dm . 
Let B 6 -Dm be a set for which Ai C B, i = 1,2,.... If 
oo 
^rm,(A.) = m(H), 
t = i 
oo 
then the set A = (J Ax belongs to Dm and 
!-=l 
m(A) = m(B). 
P r o o f . For n = 1 ,2 , . . . it holds tha t 
oo 
( J Ai CB\(AX U A 2 U - - . U A f l ) , 
i = n + l 
therefore 
„lim ,»•( 0 .4.)=0 
l = » l + l 
OO 
Thus , according to Theorem 1 we have A C Dm and m(A) = X ^
m ( ^ * ) 
= m ( 5 ) . 
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2. C o v e r i n g d e n s i t i e s 
Let N be the set of all positive integers. Let the symbol a + (d) , for d £ N 
and a a nonnegative integer denote the ar i thmetic progression {a + nd\ 
n = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . } . Instead of 0 + (d) we simply write (d) . The greatest com-
mon divisor and the least common multiple of the numbers a, b £ N will be 
denoted by (a, b) and [a, 6], respectively. 
The set A c N will be called closed with respect to divisibility if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(iv) For a £ A, b £ N , we have b | a => b £ A , and 
(v) for a i , « 2 £ -4 we have [ai,O2] £ J4 . 
A trivial example of the set closed with respect to divisibility is the set N . For 
p pr ime, also the set {p" ; n = 0 , 1 , . . . } is closed according to divisibility. A lot 
of examples of such sets will be constructed in the Section 6. 
In what follows we shall assume that A is an infinite set closed with respect 
to divisibility. Denote by the symbol SA the system of all the ar i thmet ic pro-
gressions a~\- (d) , where d £ A. For an ar i thmetic progression H -= a+ (d) £ 5,4 
pu t 
A , H ) = i . 
Let H denote also the set of elements of H . 
Let 5 C N . Then the value 
/ / ^ ( 5 ) = m f | ^ A ( H 2 ) ; SC | J H , - A H,£S,ij 
will be called the covering density of the set 5 according to A (or, briefly 
covering density of 5 ) . 
If we denote by / t*(5) the measure density of the set S , as in t roduced in 
[3], then clearly for every S C N it holds tha t //*(S) = / / J ( S ) . Therefore the 
notion of the covering density according to A is a generalization of //* . 
It follows trivially from the definition that for every set S it holds 
/ 7 * (S )< / . ; , (S ) . (6) 
For a set function ni let Z(m) be the zero system of it) , i.e. the system of 
all sets S C N for which t//(.4) = 0 . The relation (C) implies 
Z(,fA)CZ(,,*). (7) 
In the following we give many examples when the equality in (7) does not 
hold. These cases are interesting in connection with the Theorem proved in [22] 
(see In t roduct ion) . 
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3 . T h e l imit formula 
In this par t we shall prove one formula for evaluation of the covering density 
ft*A(S). This formula is a generalization of Theorem 1 from [23]. Using it we shall 
establish some propert ies of fi*A . 
The sequence {Bn} of positive integers will be called complete in A if 
(vi) Bn G A, for n = 1, 2 , . . . , and 
(vii) for every d G A there exists an index 7?0 such that for n > ?i0 we 
have d | Bn . 
We have assumed that A is an infinite set. Let A = {A\ < Ai < . . . } . Then 
according to (v) the sequence 
{[Au...,An]} (8) 
forms an example of a sequence which is complete in A. Let {mn} be an in-
creasing subsequence, of (8). Then {/nn} is also a sequence which is complete in 
A, moreover m; < mt+\ and m; | m .+ i , i = 1,2,. . . . From this we immediately 
obtain the inequality 
mt > 2'""
1, t - 1 ,2 , . . . . (9) 
For a, b G N denote by a mod b the remainder obtained by dividing a by 
b. For a set 5 C N and b G N put 
S mod b = {s mod b; .s G S} . 
This set will be called the system of representatives of the1 set S modulo b. Let 
R(S,b) be the number of elements of the set S mod /;. Clearly R(S,b) < b. 
T H E O R E M 2 . Let {Bn} be a sequence which is complete in A. Then for every 
S C N we have 
R(S,Bn) 
fiA(S) = hm . 
n —oo t>n 
P r o o f . Let {ci\,. . . , «*(„)} be the system of representatives of the 5 mod-
ulo Bn , n — 1 ,2 , . . . . Then 
k(n) = R(S,Bn) 
and 
k(n) 
SC ( J «7 + (-3n)-
J = l 
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According to (vi) Bn £ A, n — 1 ,2 , . . . , thus from the definition of /J,*A it 
follows tha t 
MS) < R{S:Bn) , n = l , 2 , . . . . (10) 
-On 
Let e > 0 . Then according to the definition of H*A(S) there exists a disjoint 
system of ar i thmet ic progressions «i -f (< I i ) , . . . , a* + (of*) £ 5 ^ such tha t 
SC (jat + {dt) (11) 
and 
l + . . . + l < ^ ( 5 ) + 6 . (12) 
By (v), [ d j , . . . , dk] € A . Therefore according to (vii) there exists / i0 such 
tha t for n > n0 , di | Bn , ?' = 1, 2 , . . . , k. This divisibility relation implies tha t 
the ar i thmet ic progression ai 4- ( d t ) , i = 1,2, . . . , & can be represented as a 
disjoint union of ar i thmet ic progressions of the form 
| . ( n ) 
at + (di) = ( J eni + rdi + (Bn> 
r = 0 
where fc-n — —~ 1, ? = 1, 2 , . . . , k , n > n0 . Consequently 
<* t 
U «,• + (rf.-> = U 6 > + (B*>' n ^ n ° * 
i = l 7=1 
where 6" , . . . , b7^ £ N , n > n 0 . In addit ion, 
Rn 1 1 
7x: = d-+---+d7' n ^ ° - ^ 
T h e system of representatives of the set 5 has R(S,B„) elements. Two integers 
contained in the same ari thmetic progression b+ {B„) are congruent modulo 
B„ . Therefore according to (11) we have 
R(S,B„)<R„, n>n0. 
Thus , by (10), (12) and (13) we have for n > n0 




The proof is complete. 
Let {ran} be an increasing sequence, selected from the sequence (8). Accord-
ing to Theorem 2 for every S C N we have 
HA(S) = Km
 fi(5'mn) . (14) 
n—•oo m n 
For a G N and 5 C N put 
aS = {as ; s G 5} . 
From (14) we have immediately: 
COROLLARY. If (a,d) = 1, for every d G -4, then for every set S C N it 
holds that 
fA(aS) = VLA(S). 
Let M = {7711,7712,. •. } be the set of elements of the sequence {mn} . Then 
according to (14) and (9) we have 
liA(M)< lim ^ 2 = 0. 
n—•oo 2 
Consider the set 
GM = {n + m n ; n = 1, 2 , . . . } . 
It is easy to see that for every j = 1,2,... the numbers k + mjt; ^ — h 
..., j + rrij — 1 are incongruent modulo rrij . Therefore it follows from (14) that 
V>\{GM) = I-
But by (9) the asymptotic density of the set GM is equal to zero. 
Choose a G N such that (a,d) = 1 for every d G A. Consider the set 
GM — {na + mn , n = 1 , 2 , . . . } . 
In a similar way we can prove 
tiA(G
a
M) = l. 
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All elements from GaM are relatively pr ime to a. Thus from the definition of 
Buck's measure density we have 
« ) < ^ < i , 
a 
where tp is the known Euler function . From (9) it is also easily seen tha t the 
asympto t ic density of GM is zero . 
It is clear tha t for S i , 52 C N and n = 1 ,2 , . . . it holds tha t 
R(Si, mn) + R(S2,mn) > R(Si U S2,mn) + R(Si H S2,mn) 
SlCS2 => R(Sumn) < R{S2,rnn). 
Therefore according to (14) the set function \i\ is a s t rong submeasure in the 
sense of chapter 1. 
4 . M e a s u r a b l e s e t s 
The algebra of measurable sets according to u*A will be denoted by DA , (in-
stead of DpA ) . Only in the case A = N we shall use the symbol D/t, according 
to B u c k 's nota t ion in [3]. On the algebra DA we have the finitely-additive 
probabil i ty measure 
uA = V*A I DA . 
If S G DA , then from (6) it follows tha t 
1 < n*(S) + /.*(N \ S) < ,CX(S) + ,lA(N \ 5 ) = 1 . (15) 
T h u s ,i*(S) + ,i*(N \S) = 1. Consequently DA C D„ . According to (15) it 
follows tha t for every S € DA it holds tha t 
,i(S) = ,xA(S). 
Therefore by vir tue of Theorem 2 from [23] every set from DA has asymptot ic 
density equal to the covering density of this set according to A. In what follows 
we shall show tha t DA — Dfl if and only if A = N . 
For an a rb i t ra ry d £ N let 
Ji(d) = sup{* = 0 - 1 , . . . ; dk G . 4 } . 
For every positive integer in with representat ion as a product of primes 
a i a A. 
m = p. • ... - /V 
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we can define a positive integer 
0A("O =P? • ••• • Plk , 
where 
r, = min{a- , h(pi)} , t = 1 ,2 , . . . , k . 
Clearly pr{
{ G .A, i: = 1,2, . . . , k and so f,M(m) £ .A according to (v), for every 
m E N . From this we see that for every m C N there exists jo such tha t 
# ,4 (™) l"*>; J > j o -
Therefore for every m^ and a C N , S C N there holds 
R(a + S,mj) = i ? ( S , r n J ) . 
Now, (14) and the above imply: 
LEMMA 1. For a e N and S C N it holds 
p*A(a + S) = / /*t(S). 
LEMMA 2 . For every positive integer m and d £ -4 z£ foo/cta £/£«£ 
<M(m)|rf = > (m,d) = " ^ ( m ) . 
P r o o f . It is trivial tha t g.\(m) | m . Therefore from the condition 
gA(m)\d 
we have g.\(lu) | (d, m ) . 
Let /> he a pr ime, such that /> has in the representation of m as a product 
of primes the exponent rv. Let / / * | (m , r I ) , then J < c\ and J < Ii(p). Thus 
/ l < / , i ( » 0 . 
Considering all primes from the representation of (m.c/) we have (tti.d) \g,\(m). 
The proof is complete. 
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T H E O R E M 3 . For every m £ N and a nonnegativc integer we have 
tl^a + {m)) = ^ T ) -




T h e value I?((?n), ???JI) , k = 1 ,2 , . . . denotes the number of such 
j G {0,. . . ,mk — 1} , for which the congruence 
xm = j (mod mk) 
has a solution. There are exactly the j \ which are divisible by (m,mk). T h e 
n u m b e r of such j is exactly 
ink 
(m,mk) 
From (14) it follows t h a t 
1 
/ < ; , ( ( » < ) ) = н Ш1 A — o o (???, mk ) 
According to the condition (vii) we see that there exists k0 , such t h a t for k > k() 
it holds tha t (jj\(m) | ?//* . From Lemnia 2 we have for k > k{) 
(m,mk) = gA(m). 
T h e proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. If H = a + (d) G SA , then 
,i\(H) = &(H). 
COROLLARY 2. If m is a positive integer such thai (m,d) = 1 for every 
d £ A , then for every nonnegativc integer a v)c have 
fl'A(a + (w)) = 1 . 
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L E M M A 3 . Let S\, 5 2 C N . If there exists a+(d) E 5 ^ such that S\ C a+(d) 
and S2 fl a + (d) = 0 , then 
^ ( 5 , U 5 2 ) = ^ ( 5 1 ) + ^ ( 5 2 ) . 
P r o o f . There exists ko such tha t for k > ko we have d \ mk . Therefore 
for k > fc0 
R(S1US2,mk) = R(Sumk) + R(S2,mk). 
According to Theorem 2 we have the assertion. The proof is complete. 
According to Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 for the disjoint system H\, H2, 
. . . , Hk E SA -t holds tha t 
^ ( B , U • • • U Hk) = A ( B , ) + ••• + A ( B f c ) . 
Immediately from these facts we have 5,4 C DA • 
Assume tha t A ^ N . Then there exists a prime p such tha t h(p) < oo . Let 
h(p) = k. Consider the ari thmetic progression (pk^1). According to Theorem 3 
we have tha t 
/ - ; « P t + , » = ^ > / - , « p t + , » -
Thus (p f c + 1) does not belong to DA • It is trivial tha t (F*-1-1) E I5M , there-
fore DA 7̂  -D/x • In this case the algebra DA does not contain all a r i thmet ic 
progressions. 
COROLLARY 3 . Let S CN. Then / ^ ( S ) = 1 if and only if for every H E SA 
we have 5 fl H / 0 . 
In B u c k 7s paper [3] it is proved that 
{/.(5); S e D . } = (0,l). 
Using an analogous method we prove a more general result tha t the measure {1A 
has the Darboux proper ty on the algebra DA ' 
T H E O R E M 4 . Let 5 E DA - Then for every a E ( 0 , / i ^ ( 5 ) ) tf/?,ere exists a set 
S\ C 5 SMC/I tf/ia£ 5i E J D ^ and HA(S\) = cv . 
P r o o f . If I M ( 5 ) = a , the assertion is trivial. Let a < ^A(S) . Then there 
exists e > 0 such tha t 
a < l^A(5) - e . 
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From the condition S € DA it follows that there exists a disjoint system of 
arithmetic progressions a\ + (d ) , . . . , a* -f (d) £ 5,4 such that 
k 
\Jai + (d)cS 
t = i 
and 
- > / M ( S ) - £ > o : . (16) 
Put d0= d. Let {di}?Z0 be such a sequence of positive integers that d0 . . . d,; £ A , 
for i = 1,2,. . . . (An example of such sequence is d0 = mo, d\ = — - , 
m0 
c?2 = —— , . . . .) We can express the number a by Cantor's series 
m\ 
oo 
a• = J2 J C} A ' 0 <<:,<<.">, j = 0 , 1 , . . . . 
According to (16) we have Co < k. Put 
co 
Ho = | J a,- + (d). 
t = i 
Then Ho H a* + (d) = 0 and HA(H0) = -y- . Let us denote for /? — 1,2,. . . 
a0 
Hn = ( J ait + jdo • • • dn-i + (do . . . dn) 
> = -
The union on the right-hand side is disjoint and therefore 
Џл(Hn) 
c r 
d0 . . . dn 
Assume that for m < n it holds 
HnnHm?Q. 
Then there exist numbers j , j j , /i, fti £ N, such that 0 < j < cm , 0 < j \ < cn 
and 
jxd0 . . . </„_! + h\d0 .. .dn = jcfo .. • d,„-i + hd0 .. . d,„ . 
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Therefore d0 ... dm \ jd0 ... d m _ i - a contradiction. It is obvious tha t for n > m 
oo 
| J Hn C ak + (d0 ...dn-i). 
k = n 
Therefore 
rlm^(Q^)=0. 
V * = n ' 
According to Theorem 1 we now see that the set 
oo 
S, = IJ Hn 
n=0 
belongs to DA and / M ( - 5 I ) = or. It is trivial that S\ C 5 . The proof is complete . 
C O R O L L A R Y 1. We have 
{ / M ( 5 ) ; 5 6 ^ } = (0 ,1 ) . 
C O R O L L A R Y 2 . We have 
{ / ^ ( 5 ) ; 5 C C M } = ( 0 , 1 ) . 
P r o o f . Let a £ (0 ,1 ) . Then there exists 5 £ JD^ such tha t /-IA(S) = a . 
Let 
S = {«i < a2 < . . . } . 
Put 
-fiT = Wn + man ; n = 1 ,2 , . . . } . 
It is trivial tha t H C G\f . The sequence {m r t n} is complete in / I . For every k 
we have 
«n + *nan = «n (mod jnak); n > k . 
Therefore 
i?(H,maJ = I?(5,maJ + 0(k). 
This equat ion according to (9) and (14) implies 
H*A = a • 
The proof is complete. 
Denote by 5 ° the system of sets 5 C N , having the asymptot ic density zero. 
Then immediately from Corollary 2 we have 
Ut'A(S); S€S°} = (0,1). 
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5. U n i f o r m D i s t r i b u t i o n 
In 1961 I . N i v e n in [18], introduced the notion of a sequence uniformly 
distributed modulo m, where m £ N , in the following way: T h e sequence of 
positive integers {xn} is uniformly distr ibuted modulo 777 if and only if for 
every j £ N it holds t h a t 
- Y ^ 1 -> — for jV -> 00 . 
V Ł—' m N
 /—J  
n<N 
x n = j (mod m) 
Let H C N . We say t h a t the sequence of positive integers {xn} is uniformly 
distributed in H if it is uniformly distr ibuted modulo m for every m £ H . 
T h e following theorem shows a n a t u r a l connection between the uniform dis­
t r ibut ion by A and fi*A . 
T H E O R E M 5. Let 5 c N . Then fi*A(S) = 1 if and only if S can be arranged 
in form of a sequence {xn} which is uniformly distributed in A. 
For t h e proof we will use the following lemma: 
L E M M A 4 . Let {xn} be a sequence of positive integers satisfying the condition 
Xk = k (mod 7?7*;), k = 1, 2 , . . . . 
Then {xn} is uniformly distributed in A. 
P r o o f . Let 777, £ A. T h e n there exists 7i0 such t h a t 777 1777T, for 77 > 770. 
T h u s for n > UQ 
xn = 77 (mod 777). 
T h e n for N > n0 and j £ N , 0 < j < m we have 
n<N " < n 0 n0<n<N 
x n = ; ( m o d m ) x n = ; ( r n o d m ) r n = ; ( m o d m ) 
-Jí^ì + 0(v)-Һ x ~ . - . A r . — a s TV —v o c . 
n<N 
n=j (mod m ) 
and the l e m m a follows. 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m 5. If 5 = {x\, T2, • • • } i s a uniformly dis t r ibuted 
sequence in A, then by vir tue of Corollary 3 of Theorem 3 we have fi*A(S) = 1. 
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If [i*^(S) = 1, then S has a non-empty intersection witli every ar i thmetic 
seqLience from SA • Therefore for every n G N there exists yn £ S such tha t 
yn = n (mod 777ri). 
Then the l emma implies tha t {yn} is uniformly distributed in A . We can assume 
that the sequence {yn} is increasing. If the set S \ {yn ; 77 = 1, 2 , . . . } is finite, 
then the proof is complete. 
Suppose therefore tha t the set 
S\{yn; n = l , 2 , . . . } = { y i ; * = 1 , 2 , . . . } 
is infinite. Define 
y n , f o r n / k
2 , 
ŷ .2 , for n = (2k ) 2 , for 77 = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
( y'k , f o r n = (2k + l )
2 , 
Clearly {xn ; n = l , 2 , . . . } = S . Let 3 £ N and m £ A. Then for TV —> 00 




x n = j (mod m ) У n = j (mod m) 
T h u s the sequence {#„} is uniformly distr ibuted in A. T h e proof of T h e o r e m 5 
is complete . 
COROLLARY. Let S C N . Then fi*(S) — 1 if and only ^f S can be arranged 
^n form of a sequence {xn} which is uniformly distributed in N . 
Let a be a positive integer such that (a, m ) = 1 for every 777 £ A. Consider 
the set 
GaM = {an + mn ; n = 1 ,2 , . . . } . 
Then according to the results of the third section GaM can be arranged in a 
sequence uniformly distr ibuted in A, bu t not in a sequence which is uniformly 
dis t r ibuted in N . The ari thmetic progression (a) has also a similarly property . 
We shall finish this par t by pointing out one more analogy between the uni-
form dis t r ibut ion by A and the uniform distribution mod 1 . 




x n G5 
T h e concept of the uniform distribution by A gives us a further possibility to 
characterize the algebra DA . Using a simple est imation directly from definitions 
we can prove: 
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THEOREM 6. The sequence {xn} of positive integers is uniformly distributed 
in A if and only if for every set S £ DA 
hm - = fiA(S). 
k—• oo K 
In the proof of the next theorem the following notion will be used: Let 
S £ P(N) and n £ N. The set S' C S will be called a remainder system 
of the set S modulo n if 
(viii) for every a £ S there exists an a' £ S' such that a = «' (mod n ) , 
(ix) for every a', a" £ S' a' = a" (mod n) ==> a' = a" . 
It is obvious that two remainder systems of the set S modulo n have the same 
number of elements and that this number is equal to the number of elements of 
the system of representatives of the set S modulo n . 
THEOREM 7. Let S C N . If for every sequence {xn} uniformly distributed in 
A we have 
y Q(S,{*n},N) 
then S € DA • 
P r o o f . Let S # DA- Then 
1 - ^ ( N \ 5 ) < ^ ( 5 ) . (17) 
Suppose that the sequence {J5n} is complete in A. Suppose that this sequence 
also satisfies the condition 
Bn |-Bn+i , n = 1,2,... . 
Let S n be a remainder system of the set S modulo Bn , for n = 1,2,. . . . Put 
Si = S[ and 
S n = S ^ U {y £ S„ ; Vx £ S n - i , x £ y (mod Bn)} for n = 2 , 3 , . . . . 
In this way an increasing sequence of sets S n 
Si C S2 C • • • C S n C . . . 
of remainder systems of the set S modulo Bn can be constructed. 
Similarly, there exists a sequence 
Si C S2 C • • • C S n . . . 
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such tha t Sn is a remainder system of the set N \ 5 modulo Bn for n = 1,2 
Const ruc t the sequence {C(Bn)} of sets as follows: The set C{Bn) is the 
complete remainder system modulo Bn (n = 1 ,2 , . . . ) which consists of the 
elements of Sn and Bn — i?(N \ 5, Bn) elements of Sn . 
Clearly 
C(B\)cC(B2)c-"CC(Bn)c... 
Pu t D\ = B\ . Let us rearrange the set C(D\) into a (finite) sequence 
C\D\) = { x o , . . . , x D l _ _ ! } 
in such a way tha t Xj = j (mod D\), for j ; = 0 , . . . , D\ — 1 . Let 
D2 = min{_Bn; x\ < B n , . . . , x D l - i < #»,} . 
Rearrange the set C(D2) into the (finite) sequence 
C'(D2) = {xQ,...,xDl-i,xDl,... ,xD2-i} , 
where x = j (mod D2), D\ < j < D2 . In this way we can construct a sequence 
{Dn} , which is complete in A, and the system of finite sequences 
C'(Dn) = {x0,...,xDn_l-l,xDn_l,... , T D n - l } 
in which Xj = j (mod Dn), Dn-\ < j < Dn . 
Consider the sequence 
oo 
{xn}= (JC'(D„), 
n = \ 
in which the elements are written in such a way that we begin with elements of 
the sequence C'(D\) , then there follow the remaining elements of the sequence 
C'(D2) , e t c . For de A there exists n0 such that d\Dno . Therefore for j > Dno 
we have 
Xj = j (mod d). 
This implies that the sequence {xn} is uniformly distributed in A. 
If n = 1,2,. . . , then 
Q(S, {x3}, Dn) = Dn - R(N \S,Dn). 
Because of (17) and Theorem 2 we have 
, Q(S,{*ihDn) . . _ . hm — < ^^(5) . 
n—-»oo \Jn 
The proof is complete. 
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6. Spec ia l cases o f s y s t e m A 
P u t for k = 1 ,2 , . . . 
Pk = {nk] n = l , 2 , . . . } . 
In the paper by B u c k [3] it was proved tha t t/*(P2) = 0 • 
Let p be an odd prime. In [3] it was proved tha t for every n = 1, 2 , . . . 
R(P2;pn) = f ^ - + 0(l). (20) 
Zp + Z 
Consider the set A = { l , p , P 2 , . . . } and the sequence { m n } in the form 
m „ = p n , n = 1 ,2 , . . . . 
According to (14) a (20) we have in this case 
T h u s Z(fi*A) is a nontrivial subset of Z(n*). 
Let H C N . Denote by the symbol -4(H) the set which is closed according to 
divisibility generated by H in the following sense: The set A closed according 
to divisibility is generated by H if and only if 
(x) H C -4, and 
(xi) if A\ is closed according to divisibility and H C A\ then A C A\ . 
It is easy to see tha t if p\ ^ p2 are primes and E = {Fi,F2} , then A(E) = 
{ l ,P1 ,F2 ,P iP2} . 
Let us remark tha t for every set A closed according to divisibility we have 
A = A ( H ) , where 
H= I J u ^ J u U (CHP"})' P~Prime-
h(p)<oo h(p) = oo 
It is also easy to see tha t if H = {pi ,P2, • • • } - where p , , z = 1, 2 , . . . are 
pr imes, then -4(H) is the set of all numbers in the form 
oo 
IR. 
t = l 
where a{ £ {0,1} and only for a finite number of i we have a i / 0 . 
As a sequence { m n } we can in this case consider the sequence 
m n = p i . . . p n , n = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
In wha t follows we shall use the following lemma: 
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L E M M A 5 . If (a.b) = 1, then for k = 1,2,. . . we have 
R(Pk,ab) = R(Pk,a).R(Pk,b). 
P r o o f . Clearly if c £ Pk mod ab then c mod a £ Pk mod a, c mod 6 £ 
Pk mod b. 
Thus we can define a mapping 
F: Pk mod ab —• (P* mod a) x (P* mod 6) 
F (c ) = (c mod a ,c mod b). 
It is sufficient to prove tha t F is a bijection. From the condition (a, b) = 1 it 
follows tha t F is an injection. 
Let c\ £ Pk mod a, c2 £ P* mod b. From the Chinese remainder theorem 
we have tha t there exists such a c £ {0, ...,ab — 1} tha t c = c\ (mod a) 
and c = c2 (mod b). Therefore there exists d\,d2 such tha t c = d\ (mod a) 
a c = d2 (mod b). Again according to the Chinese Remainder Theorem we 
obtain tha t there exists d such that d = d\ (mod a) and d = d2 (mod b). 
Therefore c = dk (mod a) and c = d (mod b). Thus c ~ d (mod ab ) , and so 
c £ Pk mod ab. Clearly, F(c) = (c\,c2), therefore F is a bijection. The proof 
is complete. 
Using the Dirichlet theorem on primes in the ari thmetic progression (see [10]) 
we have immediately 
LEMMA 7. If k is an odd positive integer, then there exists an infinite system 
of primes p satisfying the condition 
(k,p-1) = 1. (21) 
LEMMA 8. For every k = 1 ,2 , . . . there exists an infinite system of primes p 
satisfying the condition 
k \ p - l . (22) 
THEOREM 8. Let k be odd and H = {p\, p2,.. . } , where pt , i = 1,2,. . . are 
primes satisfying (21) . Let A = A(H). Then 
flA(Pk)=l-
P r o o f . P u t m j — p] •. . . pj . j = 1, 2 , . . . . We show that for every j there 
holds 
R(Pk,mj) = mj. 
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According to Lemma 6 it is sufficient to prove 
R(Pk,Pi) = Pi, i = h2 (23) 
Assume tha t for T,y E N 
xk = yk ( m o d / ) , ) . (24) 
If x = 0 (mod p i ) , then y = 0 ( m o d p , ) . Let x ^ 0 ( m o d p , ) and y ^ 0 
(mod p . ) . Let y. be a primitive root modulo p t . Then there exist ?*, / such tha t 
x = g\ (mod p , ) , y = g\ (mod p . ) . 
From (24) we have 
9ik = 9? ( m ( x l Pi)-
Therefore 
( / - T ) k = 0 ( m o d p , - ! ) , 
thus according to (21) / = T (mod p, — 1) , which ini])lies x = y (mod p j ) . We 
have proved (23) and so according to Lemma 6 and Theorem 2 the proof is 
complete. 
In contrast to Theorem 8 we prove the following assertion: 
T H E O R E M 9 . Let k > \ arid H = {/>i,/>2i • • • } > where pt , z = 1 ,2 , . . . are 
•primes satisfying (22) . Pi/J A = >1(H). Then 
/^(P t ) = 0. 
P r o o f . P u t again m 7 = pi • . . . • p}• . Let gl be a ])rimitive root modulo pt . 
Denote 
p j - 1 
Then hj ^ 1 (mod p 7 ) , thus 1 and hj are two different roots of the congruence 
xk = 1 (mod pj). Then for every a £ N , (« ,Pj) = 1 , we have 
a ^ a b ; (mod pj), 
but 
a* = (ahj)k ( m o d p j ) , I = 1 ,2 , . . . . 
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From this it follows for j — 1,2,... that 
жл.Л) < K
1 +1 = Ч1 
From L e m m a 6 we have 
^ ^ 4 ( ' + 1 ) - ( i + 1 ) - <»> 
m j 2 J V Pi / V Pi / 
But 
, + £V(, + sM.)'-
From this according to (14) and (25) we obtain 
^ ( P * ) = 0 . 
The proof is complete . 
According to (6) we obtain 
COROLLARY. For every k > 1 we have 
| i*(Pib) = 0 . 
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